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Disposable Electrode

Product Name: Disposable Electrode

Product category: Disposable ECG electrodes (with wire), Impedance electrode, Disposable

electrode pads, X-ray transparent ECG electrode, Telemetry (dynamic) ECG electrode

Brand: Medlinket

Compatible Models: Monitor with ECG main cable adapted to Din-type splitter

Applicable Person: Adult, Pediatric, Neonate

Applicable Place: All ECG monitoring, ECG studio(diagnosing Holter), DR (x-ray) CT (x-ray)

MRT, ECG diagnosis, ECG monitoring, ECG workstation, Telemetry (dynamic) ECG, MRI

Product Advantages:

1. High-quality medical pressure-sensitive adhesive provides strong adhesion, and will not fall off

easily even whensweating;

2. Use unique polymerization technology to reduce skin rashes and skin disorders;

3. Latex free, plasticizer free, mercury free.
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According to the different needs of customers, we can provide customized designs of

different materials, shapes and patterns.

Specification:

1) 3 LD, 5LD

2) AHA, IEC

3) 610mm，1200mm

4) 4.0mm button electrode, 2.5mm button electrode

5) Ag/AgC1 sensor

6) Diameter: 50mm, 30mm, 42mm, 25mm

7) Material: Cotton textile material, Foam material

As a professional manufacturer of various quality medical sensors & cable assemblies,

Med-linket is also one of the leading suppliers of Disposable spo2 sensor in China. Our factory is

equipped with advanced equipment and many professionals. With FDA and CE certification, you

can rest assured to buy our products made in China at reasonable price. Also, OEM / ODM

customized service are also available.

If you need more information, please feel free to contact us: marketing@med-linket.com.

*Disclaimer: All the registered trademarks, product names, models, etc. shown in the above

contents are owned by the original holder or the original manufacturer. This is only used to

explain the compatibility of the MED-LINKET products, and nothing else! All the above

information is for reference only, and should not be used as a working guide for medical

institutions or related units. Otherwise, any consequences will be irrelevant to the company.
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Hot Tags: Disposable ECG electrodes (with wire), Impedance electrode, Disposable electrode

pads, X-ray transparent ECG electrode, Telemetry (dynamic) ECG electrode

*Declaration: All the registered trademarks, names, models, etc. displayed in the above content are owned by the original owner or original manufacturer.
This article is only used to illustrate the compatibility of the Med-Linket products. There is no other intention! All the above. information is for reference only,
and should not be used as a guide for the work of medical institutions or related units. Otherwise, any consequences caused by this company have nothing
to do with this company.


